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EM rout returns
Woes in Argentina and Turkey are back in the limelight again. We
don't anticipate much contagion to Asian FX, but there are signs of
weakness today.

Not contagion, but negative backdrop returns
When you increase interest rates to 60%, and your currency just keeps falling, you know you have
problems. This is Argentina and the peso, which has the dubious honour of performing worse
against the USD this year than the Turkish Lira. Turkey is also back in the spotlight as the deputy
central bank governor has resigned to take up a job at a development bank. The phrase, "rats off a
sinking ship" does spring to mind. The Brazilian real and  South African rand are also under
weakening pressure. 

Here in Asia, the usual suspects are feeling some heat, though not as intensely. But the backdrop
does reinforce the need for Bank Indonesia and the Philippine central bank to follow through with
the additional rate hikes we are forecasting this year. As for the RBI, they are already behind the
curve and some catch-up hiking will be necessary. A 25bp hike in October will not be considered
sufficient by markets who will likely sell the INR on the day if that is all they do. 
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CNY a little weaker - weighing on Asian FX
China has not abandoned its countercyclical policy, but in response to the announcement by
Donald Trump yesterday that he is looking to introduce the new wave of China tariffs next week,
as soon as the public consultation is over, the PBoC seems to be responding by allowing a modest
depreciation of the yuan (CNY). This, rather than the Argentine / Turkish issues is most likely why
the region's currencies are looking a little soft today. There is still room for a little more of this in
the days ahead, without threatening a renewed run on USD/CNY 7.0. 

Unfair trade
Donald Trump's latest response to the offer of zero tariffs on US cars coming into the EU in
exchange for reciprocation on EU car exports to the US, has been met with a very telling response.
President Trump has replied that this is, like China's offers, "not good enough", and then (bizarrely)
citing EU consumer habits as favouring EU cars over US cars as the problem. 

So...what you are really saying President Trump, is that...because the people of the EU prefer their
cars to American ones, a level playing field on tariffs is not good enough? That the playing field
actually needs to be tipped in favour of the US, to overcome these EU household's innate
preference for their local product? For China, facing a new slew of tariffs as early as next week, this
is a very important revelation as to the US game-plan for trade. The question is, does China view a
substantial trade tilt in favour of the US a price worth paying for an end to this tariff war? We'll find
out soon enough. 

In short, the current US policy could easily be described as "Unfair Trade" policy. If anyone can see
this any differently, please let me know.

Blessed are the cheese-makers?
Is it parmesan (hard cheese) or mozarella (soft) for the Canadian trade negotiators today
(yesterday's cheese-themed note is still working its way out)? There's more than just dairy at stake
here, with NAFTA anti-dumping procedures one of Canada's red-lines. If no deal is achieved, the
CAD will likely sell off. Though to be fair, this Friday deadline is somewhat artificial. This is more of a
deadline of convenience. 

Asia day ahead
The Bank of Korea (BoK) meet today with an almost universal expectation for no change in rates
today (or in our view, any time soon). Though industrial production did bounce a bit in July, a
0.9%YoY growth rate is not good enough to merit increasing rates, not when inflation is also
subdued, and further production weakness looms ahead, as suggested by inventory ratios. 

The BoK Governor will make a press conference later, which we shall keep tabs on for any clues as
to policy direction changes. 

Japan's July industrial production was worse than last month (falling 0.1%), though it is
maintaining a better annual growth rate than Korea (YoY 2.3% vs 0.9%YoY). In both economies, it
is likely the consumer that will have to do the heavy lifting for GDP, with industry and net exports
no longer reliable engines for growth. 

China's manufacturing and non-manufacturing PMIs are also due today. The market is anticipating
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a small decline in both. We are more inclined towards no change for the manufacturing sector to
reflect offsetting supportive measures during the recent trade disputes. 

And from my colleague, Prakash Sakpal: 

Indian data on GDP for 1Q FY2018-19 (April-June quarter) and the government budget for July are
also due. The consensus of just a tick down in GDP growth to 7.6% in 1Q from 7.7% looks optimistic
to us, judging by the performance of other Asian economies over the same period. Underlying our
7% projection is a slowdown in manufacturing, even as export growth accelerated in the last
quarter (exports account for a small share of GDP, average just 13% in the last five years). And with
an oil-led import surge pushing the trade deficit higher, net exports will likely be a deeper drag on
GDP growth. A sharp GDP slowdown isn’t a good start to the year, the rest of which remains at risk
of greater external uncertainty and rising domestic political risk.

As for the budget, the deficit in July should be close to June’s INR 835bn; July typically is a weak
month for both government revenue and expenditure. This will take the cumulative deficit in the
first four months of the financial year to over 80% of the full-year budget target. Moody’s was
right in its warning recently about another overshoot of the deficit this year above the 3.3% of GDP
target. While EM contagion is driving the USD/INR higher, domestic economic fundamentals aren’t
helping. We now see more upside than downside risk to our USD/INR 71.5 end-year forecast.

Thailand reports its balance of payments data for July. We know from a large swing in the
customs trade balance to a deficit in July, that the current surplus narrowed sharply. Our forecast
is for a $2.6bn current account surplus, down from $4.1bn in June. Still, the large surplus is
supporting the currency (THB) outperformance relative to some Asian peers, obviating any need
for central bank action to offset EM market contagion.
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